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Shipwrecks around the world contain unknown volumes of hazardous substances
which, if discharged, could harm the marine environment. Shipwrecks can deteriorate
for a number of reasons, including corrosion and physical impact from trawling
and other activities, and the probability of a leakage increases with time. Before
deciding on possible mitigation measures, there are currently few comprehensive
methods for assessing shipwrecks with respect to pollution risks. A holistic method for
estimating environmental risks from shipwrecks should be based on well-established
risk assessment methods and should take into account both the probability of discharge
and the potential consequences. The purpose of this study was therefore to present a
holistic risk assessment method for potentially polluting shipwrecks. The focus is set
to developing a method for estimating the environmental consequences of potential
discharges of hazardous substances from shipwrecks and to combine this with earlier
research on a tool for estimating the probability of discharge of hazardous substances.
Risk evaluation should also be included in a full risk assessment and is the subject
of further research. The consequence assessment was developed for application in
three tiers. In Tier 1, the probability of discharge and possible amount of discharge
are compared to other shipwrecks. In Tier 2, a risk matrix, including a classification of
potential consequences, is suggested as a basis for assessment and comparison. The
most detailed level, Tier 3, is based on advanced tools for oil spill trajectory modeling
and sensitivity mapping of the Swedish coast. To illustrate the method an example
application on two wrecks is presented. Wreck number 1 present a lower probability
of discharge and a lower consequence in a Tier 1 and Tier 3 assessment. For the Tier
2 consequence assessment, the two example wrecks present equal consequence. The
tool for estimating the probability of discharge of hazardous substances from shipwrecks,
and the approach for consequence estimation, offers a comprehensive method for
assessing the risks presented by potentially polluting shipwrecks. The method is known
as VRAKA (short for shipwreck risk assessment in Swedish) and provides decision
support, facilitating prioritization of risk mitigation measures enabling efficient use of
available resources.
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INTRODUCTION

Landquist et al. (2013) suggest a framework (Figure 1)
for risk management of shipwrecks that encompasses all
the important aspects of risk assessment. The link between
risk management and decision-making is emphasized and
the framework suggests a combined structure and generic
description of risk management for shipwrecks in a decisionmaking context. It stresses the importance of risk assessment
results for decision support and forms the basis for the
development of VRAKA (short for shipwreck risk assessment
in Swedish; Figure 2). The framework also emphasizes the
importance of considering uncertainties.
VRAKA is a method for probabilistic risk assessment of
shipwrecks and has been developed based on the framework
in Landquist et al. (2013). The main focus of VRAKA is risk
analysis and risk evaluation, which are not possible without
thorough risk identification. The methods consists of three
parts: (1) A tool for estimating the probability of discharge; (2)
Approaches required for making a consequence assessment of
such a discharge with a particular emphasis on Swedish and
Baltic waters; (3) Risk evaluation. A draft structure for (1), with
a basic Tier 1 consequence assessment approach, is presented in
Hassellöv et al. (2015) and Landquist et al. (2015) and a more
detailed description can be found in Landquist et al. (2014).
The aim of the work presented here was to further develop (2)
and present a holistic risk assessment method for potentially
polluting shipwrecks by combining earlier research of a method
for estimating probability of release (1) with a consequence
assessment. The risk evaluation (3) is a future development and
will thus not be commented on in detail in the present paper.

Shipwrecks are recognized as a risk to the marine environment
(Michel et al., 2005; NOAA, 2013; Ventikos et al., 2013) and
the substantial costs associated with remediation of shipwrecks
(Etkin et al., 2009) imply that it is not economically viable to take
action for all wrecks. In Swedish waters only, it is estimated that
2700 wrecks pose a potential environmental threat (Larsson et al.,
2011) and similar situations are reported from many parts of the
world (Michel et al., 2005). Each wreck is unique in terms of time
since it sank, the potential volume of hazardous substances still
on board, and the proximity to sensitive environments. There
are most often also major uncertainties regarding specific wreck
conditions. The probability of discharge of hazardous substances
and their potential effects and consequences thus differ from
one wreck to another. Decision support is needed, properly
taking into account the risks and uncertainties, in order to make
well-informed decisions concerning prioritization and efficient
remediation measures for these potentially polluting shipwrecks.
Risk can be defined as severity combined with the probability
of effects from a certain action (Suter, 2007). It is well-known that
proper and well-structured routines for identifying, analyzing,
and evaluating risks are essential for an efficient management
of risks. The purpose of risk management is to provide decision
support regarding future uncertain events (Burgman, 2005; Aven,
2012). The concept of risk management is used in a number
of areas in society today and therefore a variety of frameworks
describing the process exists (IEC, 1995; The Swedish Civil
Contingencies Agency, 2003; AZ/NZS, 2004a,b; ISO, 2009). Risk
management includes risk assessment where risk is identified,
analyzed, and evaluated as well as treatment of risk (ISO, 2009).
A number of risk assessment methods have been developed
specifically for shipwrecks. Landquist et al. (2013) presents a
review and comparison of the majority of these methods to,
in the case of shipwrecks, relevant parts of the ISO standard
for risk management (ISO, 2009). Two more methods have
been described after the review by Landquist et al. (2013),
Ventikos et al. (2013), and NOAA (2013) but we can nevertheless
conclude that there are still no comprehensive methods for risk
assessment and management of shipwrecks. Existing methods
for risk assessment of shipwrecks fail to provide a holistic and,
most importantly, probabilistic risk assessment of wrecks and
thus do not provide the means for incorporating all uncertainties
involved (SPREP and SOPAC, 2002; Idaas, 2005; Michel et al.,
2005; Alcaro et al., 2007; Etkin et al., 2009; Louzis et al., 2009;
NOAA, 2009, 2013; Ventikos et al., 2013). Landquist et al.
(2013) found that none of the analyzed methods present a
truly quantitative risk assessment and in most methods no
uncertanity or sensitivity analyis was included. Risk evaluation
was not fully developed in any of the approaches. Further
examination of NOAA (2013) and Ventikos et al. (2013) not
included in the review in Landquist et al. (2013) did to some
extent include uncertainty analysis and NOAA (2013) also
incorporates a quantitative method for consequence assessment.
However, there is no aspect of probability estimation regarding a
potential discharge. In summary, there is still no fully holistic risk
assessment approach for potentially polluting shipwrecks.
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VRAKA—PROBABILISTIC RISK
ASSESSMENT OF SHIPWRECKS
Within VRAKA it is possible to perform quantitative
probabilistic risk assessment of shipwrecks and an uncertainty
analysis of the results. The method comprises three parts: (1)
A tool for estimating the probability of discharge of hazardous
substances from a shipwreck; (2) Approaches for estimating the
consequences of such a discharge; (3) Risk evaluation (Figure 3).
Part 1, the assessment of the probability of discharge
is performed using fault tree analysis, thus facilitating
quantification of the probability with regard to a set of identified
hazardous activities and site-specific and wreck-specific
properties. This approach enables a structured assessment to be
made, providing transparent uncertainty and sensitivity analyses.
The model also facilitates quantification of the uncertainties in
the input data and results. This facilitates identification of the
parameters that need to be investigated further to reduce the
uncertainties in the risk calculations (Landquist et al., 2014,
2015; Hassellöv et al., 2015).
In Part 2, consequences can be assessed at three levels
of ambition (tiers) based on available resources. In a Tier 1
assessment, the probability of discharge is combined with the
expected volume still contained in the shipwreck to arrive at
an annual expected amount of discharged substance. A Tier 2
assessment provides a consequence matrix in which proximity to
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FIGURE 1 | Generic risk management framework for shipwrecks.

Fault Tree Analysis

shore and a proxy for shipwreck status are also included. In Tier
3, consequences are assessed based on the estimated discharge
of oil from shipwrecks into the marine environment, the type
of end-point receptors and the vulnerability of each receptor.
This is done by modeling the contaminant load on specific
end-point receptors using the Seatrack Web tool developed by
the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI,
2015) and maps of sensitivity to oil spills in the Swedish Digital
Environmental Atlas (The County Administrative Board of
Västra Götaland, 2015). The vulnerability is ranked further based
on knowledge about the physical and biological characteristics of
these features.

Fault tree analysis is a logic tree model applied to estimate
the probability of the occurrence of an event. This estimate
is based on the occurrence or non-occurrence of underlying
intermediate and basic events. Figure 4 contains an example
of a generic fault tree where four basic events define two
intermediate events, which in turn define whether the top
event will occur or not. The occurrence and non-occurrence
of the events are expressed using Boolean algebra and the
two types of gates used are the AND gate and the OR gate.
The AND gate describes the outcome of an event if the input
events occur simultaneously, while the OR gate describes the
outcome if at least one input event occurs (Bedford and Cooke,
2001). The mathematical description is presented in Equations
(1) and (2).

METHODS
The following section provides an overview of the tools applied
in VRAKA: fault tree analysis, the Digital Environmental Atlas
and Seatrack Web.

Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 2 | VRAKA in the risk management process.

POccurence_AND =

Y

Pi

(2)

i

Parts of the information needed to perform a risk assessment
using VRAKA are available or can be retrieved with reasonable
effort. Other parts are obtained by expert elicitation and a
Bayesian approach was applied to formally incorporate these
different types of data into the model. The lack of information
gave rise to the adoption of a probabilistic approach to facilitate
relevant and transparent uncertainty analysis. Monte Carlo
simulation was applied in order to incorporate the uncertainty
of input variables into the model. This presents the possibility of
applying input information as a distribution rather than a point
value, implying that the result is estimated as a distribution that
captures the uncertainty of the assessment (Bedford and Cooke,
2001).

The Digital Environmental Atlas
The Digital Environmental Atlas (DEA) is a GIS-based map
tool comprising information for areas along the Swedish
coast that are particularly sensitive to oil discharge. The
information is provided by the various Swedish county
administrative boards and is administered by the Västra
Götaland County Administrative Board. This online tool is
in the public domain (The County Administrative Board
of The County Administrative Board of Västra Götaland,
2015) and the shoreline is mapped according to physical
characteristics (Kulander et al., 2010). The sensitivity
estimations provided in the DEA to some extent take
into account ecological aspects but are mainly based on
the difficulty of remediating the specific shore type. The
seafloor and water surface are ranked analogously by the
authors.

Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org

FIGURE 3 | Schematic structure of VRAKA.

Seatrack Web
Seatrack Web provides the possibility of modeling an oil spill
trajectory in 3D based on a location and an amount of potential
discharge. The models facilitate the modeling of the trajectory
based on the weather for the dates chosen, which is in turn
based on meteorological and hydrological data. It is possible to
extract information about how much of the discharged substance
is deposited on beaches, the seafloor and the water surface. The
tool is used by some 80 organizations around the Baltic Sea,
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together. The SHELF method (O’Hagan and Oakley, 2010) for
elicitation of probabilities from expert judgment was used for the
workshop. The results from the workshop provided estimations
of the probability of an opening in a randomly selected wreck in
the Swedish wreck population due to a number of activities and
influencing indicators. The elicited probabilities are used as input
data for the VRAKA tool.
The experts assigned a generic probability of an opening as
a result of each of the identified activities and they provided
estimates of how these probabilities are conditioned by different
indicators. An assessor, i.e., a user of VRAKA, estimates sitespecific and wreck-specific indicator values for the wreck in
question and the generic probabilities are updated using a
Bayesian approach (see e.g., Bedford and Cooke, 2001) with
regard to the site-specific and wreck-specific information about
indicators. The assessor also estimates the annual rate of
hazardous activities. The probabilities and rates for each activity
are combined in a logic tree model (fault tree; Figure 5).
The assessments can, if preferred, be made as intervals rather
than point values, allowing potential uncertainties regarding the
absolute value of a model variable to be taken into account. This
implies that results can be presented as probability distributions
rather than point values, which means that the sensitivity of the
end result to uncertainties in different input data can be assessed.
This provides useful information about where to direct further
studies in order to make a risk assessment with a higher degree of
reliability.
In the fault tree in VRAKA, the top event is defined as the
discharge of a hazardous substance, which is assumed to occur
due to one or a number of underlying events. According to
VRAKA, an opening must occur while there is still a hazardous
substance in the wreck in order to cause the top event. The
two events are combined by an AND gate. These underlying
events are in turn defined by further events, shown in the fault
tree in Figure 5, e.g., trawling, diving, and shipping traffic. For
a more detailed description of the method used for estimating
probability of discharge, see Landquist et al. (2014).

FIGURE 4 | Example of generic fault tree with a top event dependent
on basic events 1–4 and intermediate events A and B.

making it a powerful means for cooperating on the discharge of
oil into the sea (SMHI, 2015). Seatrack Web is a web-based tool
with maps within a user-friendly GIS interface. The tool is not in
the public domain and permission must be sought from SMHI
(2011).
Seatrack Web is founded on three main parts: forcing
(forecasts of wind and flow fields), the oil drift model (Particle
Dispersion Model, PADM), and a graphical user interface. The
forcing fields are based on the weather and ocean forecasts at
SMHI, i.e., High Resolution Local Area Modeling (HIRLAM)
for weather models, and the High Resolution Operational Model
for the Baltic (HIROMB) for ocean forecasts. Forcing fields
covering longer periods are derived from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. The PADM has been
developed jointly by the Danish Maritime Administration and
SMHI and the graphical user interface has been developed by
SMHI. The main area covered is the Baltic Sea extending to
Kattegat, Skagerrak and the North Sea up to around 3◦ east.
For detailed information about the computational algorithms, see
Liungman and Mattson (2011).

PART 1—ESTIMATION OF PROBABILITY
OF DISCHARGE
In the first part of VRAKA the probability each year that an
opening will occur in the shipwreck is combined with the
probability that the wreck still contains hazardous substances.
The result is a yearly probability of a discharge of hazardous
substances into the marine environment. An opening in the
wreck is assumed to occur due to certain activities and also
depends on the status of the wreck, which is affected by wreckspecific and site-specific indicators, such as bottom water oxygen
concentration and how the wreck is lying on the seafloor
(Landquist et al., 2014, 2015; Hassellöv et al., 2015).
To acquire information regarding the extent to which certain
activities (e.g., trawling, diving, and shipping traffic) might affect
a wreck and how wreck-specific and site-specific indicators (e.g.,
water depth, water salinity, and age of the wreck) influence how
harmful these activities are, expert elicitation took place in March
2015. Obtaining actual values for the probability of an opening in
a wreck is difficult due to the significant uncertainties involved
and the broad body of knowledge that is required. Consequently,
over 20 experts with a wide range of expertise were brought
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PART 2—CONSEQUENCES ASSESSMENT
AND RISK CALCULATION
The second part of VRAKA—consequence assessment and risk
calculation—presents the means for estimating the effects of the
expected discharge in Part 1. The assessment can be performed
in three tiers depending on the purpose of the assessment
and available resources. The suggested means for consequence
assessment in VRAKA are based mainly on available tools and
methods.

Tier 1
In Tier 1, risk is expressed as a product of the probability
of an opening in the wreck, the probability that hazardous
substances are still contained in the wreck and the expected
volumes of the hazardous substances that are still contained. The
risk is then interpreted as an annual expected level of discharge
(Equations 3, 4).
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FIGURE 5 | Fault tree adapted to VRAKA. The top event “Discharge of hazardous substance” is defined by the two underlying events “Opening in the wreck” and
“Hazardous substance is present.” The latter is assumed to only occur if both “Cargo/Bunker is hazardous” and “Hazardous bunker/cargo is still contained.” “Opening
in the wreck” is assumed to occur due to the fault tree-defined activities, which are in turn defined by a specific probability of causing an opening and how often these
activities occur for the current wreck position.

is assessed according to a matrix where the amount of
oil discharged is combined with the distance to shore and
the sensitivity of the receptor (Table 1). The consequence is
suggested to be high if at least two boxes are red, as moderate if
at least two boxes are yellow or if each box displays a different
color. Otherwise the consequence is low. The volume figures
are retrieved from VRAKA Part 1. The probability of discharge
of a hazardous substance and the consequence category (high,
moderate, low) form the basis for a shipwreck comparison.
The probability of discharge and the consequence estimation

RiskTotal = POpening × PHazardous substance contained
× VExpected amount or,
RiskTotal = PDischarge × VExpected amount

(3)
(4)

Where P is probability and V is volume. The estimated risk can
be used to rank shipwrecks for e.g., mitigation measures.

Tier 2
A more detailed analysis of consequences may include simplified
estimations of effects on potential receptors. The consequence

Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org
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can be compared separately between wrecks or combined in
order to rank the shipwrecks. A combination of the probability
and consequences could be performed according to Figure 6.
However, the assessor must decide what low, medium, and high
probability corresponds to with regard to the consequence. The
risk is high if either both or one of consequence and severity is
moderate and so on.

Tier 3
In Tier 3, an advanced oil spill trajectory modeling tool is
combined with shore type sensitivity assessments in order to
evaluate the effects on the marine environment (see Sections The
Digital Environmental Atlas and Seatrack Web). Results from
Seatrack Web provide an indication of where oil will reach the
shore, the water surface or the seafloor. The sensitivity of shore
types can be found in the DEA. Combining the results from
modeling in Seatrack Web with the sensitivity mapping in the
DEA provides an indication of the amount of oil that is expected
to reach a specific receptor (Figure 7). The expected amount
of oil reaching each shore type, water surface, or seafloor is
combined with a ranking to estimate a consequence of discharge
(Table 2 and Equation 5).

FIGURE 6 | Schematic guide for quantitative risk estimation.

between 300 and 500 m3 of bunker oil, sank 50 years ago and lies
at a depth of around 26 m. Other input information for VRAKA
regarding indicators, intensity of harmful activities, cargo, and
uncertainty of estimations, is also included but is not presented
here as the main focus of this work is the consequence assessment
of a potential discharge.

Consequence = Otot × (Osf × Vsf + Ows × Vws
+ Osl1,...,14 × Vsl1,...,14 ) [Cu]

(5)

Tier 1

where Otot , total volume of oil (corrected for evaporated
substance); Osf , percentage of the total volume of oil affecting
the seafloor; Ows , percentage of the total volume of oil affecting
the water surface; Osln , percentage of the total volume of oil
affecting shoreline type n = 1. . . 14; Vsf , vulnerability ranking
for the seafloor; Vws , vulnerability ranking for the surface; Vsln ,
vulnerability ranking for the shoreline type n = 1. . . 14.
The consequence [Cu] should be understood as the load in
terms of volume and the vulnerability of the recipient to that load.
Part 1 of VRAKA provides an estimation of the probability
of discharge, PD , i.e., the probability of an opening in the wreck
multiplied by the probability that there is still a hazardous
substance in the wreck. This probability, combined with the
estimated probable volume of oil and the consequences as
estimated above, can provide an estimate for a total yearly
risk of discharge of hazardous substances from a shipwreck
(Equation 6).
Rtot = PD × C [Exp [Cu]]

Table 3 presents the results of the application of the VRAKA tool
and a Tier 1 consequence assessment. The estimated probability
of opening is set at 0.01, the probability of discharge is set
at 0.01 and the expected amount of discharge of oil is set
at 400 m3 . The total annual risk estimate is thus 4 m3 of
oil. Figure S1 shows the results for wreck number 1. The
distribution of the expected probability of discharge is presented,
which reveals skewness toward smaller values. The probability
of opening per activity is shown, where deterioration is the
single “activity” that contributes most to the total probability
of opening. Shipping traffic and diving are the factors that
contribute least to an opening in this specific wreck. Figure S1
also shows the probability distribution for the total expected
volume.

Tier 2
A Tier 2 consequence assessment is performed, see Table 1. The
results are presented in Table S1 as text in red. Volume, distance
to shore and sensitivity all show moderate severity, implying that
the total severity is also moderate.
This moderate severity estimation, together with the
probability of discharge taken from the VRAKA tool, form the
basis for a Tier 2 risk estimation. The probability of discharge
and the consequence estimation are either compared separately
between wrecks or compared after combination performed based
on Figure 5.

(6)

The risk should thus be interpreted as the expected consequence
per year [Exp [Cu]] in terms of volume released and the
vulnerability of the recipients exposed.

Example
An application of VRAKA to two hypothetical wrecks is
presented to illustrate the use of the method. Any similarities
to actual wrecks are unintentional. Consequence assessments in
three tiers are described for the two wrecks.

Tier 3

Shipwreck 1

The Tier 3 consequence assessment is made in part by applying
Seatrack Web for a release from the wreck at the sea floor and
utilizing the Digital Environmental Atlas. Figures S2, S3 show the

Wreck number 1 is located west of the island of Gotland, east
of mainland Sweden. The wreck, which is estimated to contain

Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 | Matrix for Tier 2 consequence assessment in VRAKA.
Low severity

Moderate severity

High severity

Volume

<10 m3

10–500 m3

>500 m3

Distance to shore

>10 nautical miles

1–10 nautical miles

<1 nautical mile

Sensitivity

Nearest shore is: Sandy, steep cliffs, or rock
walls or facilities

Nearest shore is: Cliff beaches, pebble, boulder,
or gravel beaches

Nearest shore is: Reed beds,
meadows, fine sediment beaches, or
mixed beaches

Based on Kulander et al. (2010) and the DEEPP-project (Alcaro et al., 2007).

discharge and the consequence estimate are either compared
separately between wrecks or compared after combination
performed based on Figure 5.

estimated oil spill trajectory and shore types affected by oil from
wreck number 1. Table S2 contains a summary of these results.
The consequence is estimated (Equation 7) according to
Equation (5) and is presented for each shore type in Figure 8. The
estimated amount of oil per shore, water surface and seafloor is
also presented in Figure 8 along with oil per shore type and where
a sandy beach will receive the majority of the discharge. The Tier
3 risk is expressed in Equation (8) (based on Equation 6).

Tier 3
The Tier 3 assessment is based on oil spill trajectory modeling in
Seatrack web for a release from the wreck at the sea floor and links
the results to the sensitive shore types presented in the Digital
Environmental Atlas. Figure S5 shows the estimated oil trajectory
for wreck number 2 and Figure S6 shows the shore types in the
vicinity of the wreck.
Table S4 summarizes the results from Seatrack Web and
the Digital Environmental Atlas. A consequence assessment for
wreck number 2 (Equation 9) is made according to Equation
(5) and the Tier 3 Risk is expressed in Equation (10) (based on
Equation 6).

ConsequenceWreck1 = 400 × 0.85 × (0.2 + 0.8 + 2.65)
= 1241 Cu
RiskWreck1 = 0.01 × 1241 = 12 Exp [Cu]

(7)
(8)

Shipwreck Number 2
Shipwreck number 2 is located off the west coast of Sweden
outside the town of Kungshamn. The wreck, which is estimated
to contain between 50 and 100 m3 of bunker oil, sank 80 years
ago and lies at a depth of around 42 m. Other input information
for VRAKA regarding indicators, intensity of harmful activities,
cargo, and uncertainty of estimations, is also included but is not
presented here as the main focus of this work is the consequence
assessment of a potential discharge.

ConsequenceWreck2 = 81 × 0.8 ( 0.4 + 4.2) = 298 Cu (9)
RiskWreck2 = 0.12 × 298 = 36 Exp [Cu]

Figure 9 presents the estimated consequences per shore type.
Figure 9 also shows the amount of oil per shore, water
surface and seafloor and the estimated amount per shore type,
respectively. It is calculated that some oil (8 m3 ) will remain on
the water surface while the remaining 57 m3 will be deposited on
the cliff shore.

Tier 1
Table 4 presents the results of the application of the VRAKA
tool and a Tier 1 consequence assessment. The probability of
opening is set at 0.12, the probability of discharge is set at
0.08 and the expected amount of oil discharge is set at 81 m3 .
The total annual risk estimate is 10 m3 of oil. Figure S4 shows
the results for wreck number 2. The uncertainty distribution
of the expected probability of discharge is presented, revealing
heavy skewness toward smaller values. The probability of opening
per activity is shown. Trawling contributes to the largest extent
to the total probability of opening while shipping traffic and
diving contribute the least. Figure S4 also shows the probability
distribution for the total expected volume of a discharge.

Concluding Remarks Regarding the
Examples
Consequence estimations in three tiers have been performed for
two hypothetical wrecks. The results obtained are presented in
Table 5. Results can be interpreted in a number of ways. Tier 1
results can be interpreted as a probability of and possible amount
of the discharge, either combined (Equation 2) or as separate
information. In the case of Tier 2, such a combination can be
performed based on Figure 6 and the probability of discharge
and severity are compared between wrecks either combined or
separately. Results from a Tier 3 assessment can again be analyzed
as a risk by combining the probability of discharge and the
estimated consequence (Equations 5, 6) or as the two results
separately.
It can be concluded that wreck number 1 reveals a lower
probability of discharge and a lower risk according to the Tier 1
assessment than wreck number 2. However, analyzing the results
of the Tier 3 assessment of wreck number 1 shows a higher
consequence than wreck number 2 but when the probability

Tier 2
Shipwreck number 2 falls into the moderate severity category for
volume, distance to shore, and sensitivity. The total severity is
therefore estimated to be moderate (Table S3, estimates marked
in red).
The consequence estimation of moderate severity, together
with the probability of discharge taken from the VRAKA tool,
form the basis for a Tier 2 risk estimation. Probability of

Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 7 | Principal sketch of how data from Seatrack Web and The Digital Environmental Atlas can be combined. Included is an example simulation
from Seatrack Web, where the red indicates onshore oil. Examples taken from the Digital Environmental Atlas of shoreline classification in the Lysekil area in Sweden
are also presented. Brown, rocky shore; dark purple, rocky shore and steep cliffs; purple, plants; pink, fine sediment beach; turquoise, gravel beach; dark blue, pebble
shore; green, sandy beach.

facilitates efficient resource allocation for risk mitigation and
it can also be used to evaluate the effects of risk mitigation
measures. If, for example, trawling contributes significantly to
the total risk, the effects of a ban or reduction in trawling in the
wreck area can be easily modeled to estimate the risk reduction.
A simple risk evaluation can also be performed with VRAKA
by comparing the results to acceptable risk levels formulated by
the responsible authority or actor. However, this third part of
VRAKA could be further developed.
In the risk evaluation step, effects of mitigation measures
could be evaluated using economic methods such as Cost Benefit
Analysis or Multi Criteria Analysis, where social, environmental,
and economic effects can be integrated into a sustainability
assessment, see e.g., Rosén et al. (2015).
Probabilistic risk assessment of wrecks can provide wellinformed input for decisions regarding risk mitigation measures
and remediation. VRAKA is based on a quantitative probabilistic

and consequence are analyzed together, a higher total risk for
wreck number 2 is obtained. Different results are thus obtained
by choosing to look at different factors in the consequence
assessment.
The results are illustrated further in Figure 10. Wreck number
2 reveals a higher total risk according to a Tier 3 estimation whilst
wreck number 1 reveals greater consequences.

DISCUSSION
VRAKA is a holistic risk assessment method for potentially
polluting wrecks based on well-established risk assessment
methods. The yearly probability of the expected amount of
discharge is estimated and uncertainties as well as consequences
of a discharge are taken into account.
Results from VRAKA can provide important information
when prioritizing mitigation measures for wrecks. The method
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TABLE 2 | Vulnerability ranking for shore types, water surface and
seafloor.

TABLE 3 | Results of a Tier 1 consequence assessment for wreck
number 1.

Shore Types in the Digital
Environmental Atlas

Probability of opening

0.01

Probability of discharge

0.01

Vulnerability Ranking

Plants

0

Steep cliffs

1

Steep cliffs and rock walls

1

Sandy beach

2

Gravel beach

3

Shingle beach

4

Boulder beach

5

Cliff shore

6

Cobble and shingle beach

7

Cobble beach

7

Fine sediment beach

8

Reed bed and sea meadow beach

9

Data missing

9

Non-classified shore

9

Water surface
Seafloor

Expected amount
Tier 1 risk

Tier 3, an advanced tool for oil spill trajectory modeling is applied
together with sensitivity mapping of the Swedish coast for the
consequence assessment. The risk is calculated as the product of
the consequence and the probability of discharge of a hazardous
substance. The application on two hypothetical wrecks shows the
importance of analyzing both the probability and consequence
of a discharge, since e.g., wreck number 1 present a much larger
consequence than wreck number 2 in Tier 3 while the actual risk
is higher for wreck number 2.
Seatrack Web, which is suggested for oil spill trajectory
modeling, can at the moment model oil spills in the near future or
starting a few days in the past. It is thus not possible, for example,
to obtain an estimation of the probability of certain receptors
receiving hazardous substances over several seasons. However,
SMHI is about to release an update of Seatrack Web that will
make it possible to produce a probability map describing where
hazardous substances can be distributed over a longer period of
time. The outcome would provide a better picture of possible
effects and more accurate information about the consequence
assessment.
Seatrack Web and the Digital Environmental Atlas are both
GIS-based software. This implies that separate layers can be
created for wreck location and associated information, such as
results from the oil trajectory modeling and the vulnerability of
the shoreline, water surface and seafloor. This calculation of the
amounts of oil that could possibly reach the different types of
receptor provides an efficient tool for risk estimation of wrecks.
Furthermore, it provides the potential to estimate high risk areas,
where a number of wrecks which collectively could result in an
elevated risk.
It is important to include environmental, economic, and
socioeconomic consequences fully in a holistic risk assessment.
The Swedish coast is ranked according to its sensitivity to oil
spills, based essentially on the difficulty of remediating. Some
weight is also attached to ecological sensitivity although the main
basis for the ranking is the remediation potential. Socioeconomic
effects are not included. In VRAKA, environmental effects on
organisms in water and in sediment are included in the ranking
which was not the case initially. The sensitivity of these two
potential receptors has therefore also been ranked by the authors
according to the criteria in Kulander et al. (2010). However, there
is a lack of means to estimate the economic and socioeconomic
consequences for receptors and further development should be
carried out to incorporate ecological sensitivity and the economic
and socioeconomic effects in more detail into VRAKA.
VRAKA can now be applied to estimate the probability of a
larger single discharge and the resulting consequences. However,
since ecotoxicological effects of small and frequent discharges of

4
8,4,4 (Depending on the type of
seafloor)

Based on Kulander et al. (2010). Seafloors and water surfaces not ranked in the document
mentioned are ranked analogously.

approach. It therefore has an advantage over previous methods in
that uncertainties, which may be substantial in risk assessment of
wrecks, can be modeled and taken into account fully in the risk
assessment. The uncertainties refer to site-specific and wreckspecific information, estimated amounts of oil still contained
and the probability of a discharge. VRAKA allows a global
sensitivity analysis to be made, using Monte Carlo simulation,
thus providing information on the uncertainties of the outcomes
and guidance on what data collection should be prioritized in
order to improve the reliability of the risk assessment. VRAKA
also presents the assessor with an opportunity to perform the
consequence assessment at a suitable level of detail or tier.
This makes VRAKA adaptable to both preliminary studies as
well as more elaborate assessment of the potential consequences
of a discharge. However, there is still potential for further
development.
The approach for making a consequence assessment is in
three tiers as illustrated in the example (Section Example).
The three tiered approach was developed to comply with the
practical reality in real-world applications that there is simply
varying economic and time resources, as well as different levels
of ambition, for performing risk assessments of shipwrecks
in different programs and at different involved responsible
organizations and stakeholders. The method was developed to be
possible to use under different conditions and levels of ambition
and available resources. Tier 1 combines the probability of
discharge derived in Part 1 of VRAKA with the expected volume
of the discharge. In Tier 2, a matrix of sensitivity categories
forms the basis for the consequence assessment and the results
are combined with the probability of discharge. The total risk
can be estimated qualitatively according to a guiding matrix. In
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FIGURE 8 | Consequence estimated per shore type. Estimated amount of oil per shore, water surface, and seafloor, amount of oil per shore type and estimated
amount of oil per shore type.

full in Sweden. Whilst Seatrack Web can be used throughout
the entire Baltic basin, the Digital Environmental Atlas has only
been developed for Sweden. However, a preliminary study is
being prepared by the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency to
investigate the potential for sensitivity mapping in the Baltic
Sea, which in the long term could be applied for uniform risk
assessment of wrecks in the whole of the Baltic.
The assessment examples provided here serve as good
examples of possible results from a risk estimation of actual
wrecks. These examples also show that results obtained from
risk estimation only act as input for deciding on prioritization
and possible mitigation measures and are not the final answer. A
decision needs to be taken regarding which results can be used
for such an analysis and subsequently which part of the results
should be given the highest priority. The examples also show
how uncertainties are incorporated into the model by presenting
results as probability distributions rather than point values.
VRAKA can provide decision support for risk mitigation
related to potentially polluting wrecks. The risk posed by an
individual wreck can be compared to another wreck and a group
of adjacent wrecks can be compared to another group as VRAKA

TABLE 4 | Results of a Tier 1 consequence assessment for wreck
number 2.
Probability of opening

0.12

Probability of discharge

0.08
81 m3

Expected amount
Tier 1 risk

81 × 0.12 = 10 m3 of oil per year (Equation 4)

oil into the marine environment have been shown to have an
effect (Lindgren, 2015), it is desirable to also include this type of
discharge.
VRAKA is a method used to estimate the probability and
consequences of a discharge of hazardous substances. Explosives
and other munitions are not included in the assessment but
should nevertheless be considered when making a holistic risk
assessment, not least for potential remediation and the safety of
the operating personnel.
The present version of VRAKA has been developed for
Sweden and the Baltic Sea. Although tiers 1 and 2 can be
applied throughout the Baltic Sea, Tier 3 is only applicable in
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FIGURE 9 | Estimated consequence per shore type, amount of oil per shore, water surface, and seafloor. Estimated amount of oil per shore type.

VRAKA is based on models that depict reality but which are, of
course, not reality. A model is never better than the underlying
theories and input data. The results from VRAKA, or any risk
assessment method or tool, should therefore be considered as one
piece of information among others for the final decision.
VRAKA has been developed for potentially polluting
shipwrecks. Further development for application to dumped
munitions and/or adaptation of the tool to handle hazardous
substances other than oil is a possible future way forward.
Other possible developments include further means for
consequence assessment. VRAKA provides a fully probabilistic
estimation of the probability of discharge and a semiquantitative, three-tiered consequence assessment, allowing for
different levels of input depending on the purpose of the
assessment and available resources. Combining the probabilistic
estimation of discharge in VRAKA with, for example, the SIMAP
tool (McCay et al., 2004), which would provide probabilistic
estimates of consequences, would offer a fully probabilistic risk
assessment tool for potentially polluting shipwrecks.

TABLE 5 | Results of consequence assessments on three tiers for two
hypothetical shipwrecks.

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Wreck 1

Wreck 2

Probability of discharge = 0.01

Probability of discharge = 0.12

Estimated amount of discharge =
400 m3

Estimated amount of discharge =
81 m3

Risk = 4 m3 of oil per year

Risk = 10 m3 of oil per year

Probability of discharge = 0.01

Probability of discharge = 0.12

Moderate severity

Moderate severity

Probability of discharge = 0.01

Probability of discharge = 0.12

Consequence = 1241 Cu

Consequence = 298 Cu

Risk = 0.01 × 1241 = 12 Exp [Cu]

Risk = 0.12 × 298 = 36 Exp [Cu]

is a method for comparing risk levels and ranking wrecks rather
than estimating an absolute risk for a single wreck. Decision
support of this nature facilitates effective resource allocation.
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performing remediation. A holistic method for risk assessment
of wrecks should include all the ecological, social, and
economic consequences.
• VRAKA can be applied to large, single discharges. A desired
development of VRAKA would be to also include the
possibility of handling small, frequent discharges.
• VRAKA is a risk assessment method for wrecks. The main
focus so far has been on risk estimation. Further work is
needed to fully develop the risk evaluation step.
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◦ Tier 1 suggests a combination of the probability of discharge
and the expected amount of hazardous substances still
contained.
◦ Tier 2 provides a matrix of severity, the results of which are
combined with the probability of discharge.
◦ Tier 3 is an advanced tool for oil spill trajectory modeling
and is applied in combination with sensitivity mapping of
the Swedish coast.
• When the suggested oil spill trajectory model provides a
possibility of producing probability maps showing where oil
might be deposited, it is suggested that the present version
applied in VRAKA is replaced.
• The suggested approaches for consequence assessment are
based primarily on a sensitivity assessment of the difficulty of
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